Politics and International Relations Dissertation Planning and Supervision Form 2023

Students who are enrolled in POL 780A/B or POL 793A/B should submit this form to indicate their dissertation research interest. This will allow the Graduate Advisor of Politics and International Relations to identify a suitable dissertation supervisor. Filling in the form also helps students to develop and focus research ideas.

The assignment of supervisors will be made and students notified by email as early in the first semester of enrolment as possible.

Please submit the completed form to Dr Thomas Gregory (t.gregory@auckland.ac.nz) (for prospective BA (Hons), PGDip, and Master of Arts in Politics and International Relations students).

Name: Date:

Student ID: Email: __________@aucklanduni.ac.nz

Programme (circle): BA (Hons), PGDipArts, MA

Commencing programme in: □ Semester One 2023 □ Semester Two 2023

Dissertation choice and pace:

□ POLITICS 780 (30 pts) □ POLITICS 793 (45 pts) -

□ Dissertation over two semesters (A+B) □ Dissertation all in one semester (specify S1 or S2)

Anticipated submission date: □ 26 June 2023 □ 13 November 2023 □ end Sem One 2024

Favoured research area(s): □ International Relations □ Comparative Politics □ NZ Politics □ Media and Politics □ Political Theory □ Public Policy □ Other

Tentative Dissertation Title:
Preliminary research proposal: Students should indicate the theme or subject of research, the question to be answered, the method of study, and their sources of information in the box below. If you have a particular theoretical or methodological approach in mind, indicate that also. Your proposal can be continued on a separate sheet. This information is provisional only and can be changed as the research unfolds.